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USB MIDI AND AUDIO CONTROLLER

Bundled Software Traktor LE

Don't control music, create it
INTRODUCTION

In 2006, Vestax introduced the VCI-100, the world’ s first professional USB MIDI controller,
which perfectly fit into the upcoming demand of the computer DJ scene.
The concept of flexibly controlling any DJ software and being built with Japanese parts and
mechatronics technology enabled the VCI-100 to make its mark in the DJ world. Over the
years as the entire DJ scene made its shift to computer based DJing, we kept collecting
requests and demands to make another mark. This time, with the VCI-100MK2.
FEATURES
> 4 Deck Control
> Professional high quality audio interface
> Assigns up to 128 parameters
> Large light weight JOG wheels with advanced pulse resolution
(2400 pulses per rotation)
> Speedy track searching & loading with the joy stick
> Ergonomic control knobs
> Strong Alumited panel
> Symmetrical Control layout
> High durability & light weight

*
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CLOSE-UP

VCI-100MKII

USB MIDI AND AUDIO CONTROLLER

4 DECK CONTROL

Mix maximum 4 decks by switching through with the
DECK selector.

MULTI FUNCTION JOY STICK

NEW

Instant access through your track lists, quick track
previewing and track loading all with one joy stick.

TORQUE CONTROL

TOP

NEW

Every DJ has a preference for the touch of the JOG
wheel, which relates to the DJs play style. The
rotation torque of the VCI-100MK2's JOG wheels can
be tuned to your preference by simply adjusting the
centerpiece.

ERGONOMIC CONTROL KNOBS

FRONT

Ergonomic design control knobs with anti-slip coating
provide the perfect touch to make accurate
adjustments.

REFINED CONTROL

REAR

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO

The VCI-100MK2 includes a high quality 16bit/44.1kHz 2in4out audio
interface, which enables to add CD players, turntables, effects, samplers
and more to your DJ setup. Also considering DJs who want to have options,
the VCI-100MK2 can also be used with other audio interfaces.

NEW

NEW

All buttons of the VCI-100MK2 are tuned to provide a
stressless refined touch and communicate with
extreme precision. LED backlights provide excellent
visibility and tells you the current status of your setup.

ALUMITE PANEL

The strong & solid alumited top panel secures the
VCI-100MK2 and provides a professional appearance.
Just looking at it tells you it will live up to heavy duty.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A) Windows

B) Macintosh

OS : Windows 7 32bit&64bit is supported
Vista SP1 or higher 32bit&64bit is supported
XP SP2 or higher 32bit is supported
64bit is not supported
CPU : Intel Core Duo 1.4GHz or higher
RAM : 1GB or higher
CD-ROMdrive
Available USB port

OS : Mac OS X10.5 or higher
CPU : Intel Core Duo 1.66GHz or higher
RAM : 1GB or higher
CD-ROM Drive
Available USB port

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions : 367W) x 268 (D) x 35(H) mm (knobs not included)
367W) x 268 (D) x 58(H) mm (including knobs height)
Weight : 2.0kg
Power : USB bus power or Power Adaptor SDC-7 (not included)

VCI-100MKII bundles :
USB cable
Traktor LE CD-ROM
Driver CD-ROM

*Functions, designs and system requirements are subject to change without notice.

*Support for Bundled software only.
*Intel Celeron, Centrino, ATOM, AMD and Sempron is not
supported.
*The requirements above do not guarantee operation with
all computers and devices.
*Intel Core i series chipsets are currently not supported.

